
Reliability of Input Data: Bartlett’s Test of Sphericity compares your correlation matrix to an identity matrix (a correlation matrix with 1.0 on 
the principal diagonal and zeros in all other correlations). So clearly you want your Bartlett value to be significant as you are expecting 
relationships between your variables, if a factor analysis is going to be appropriate. Problem with Bartlett’s test occurs with large n’s as small 
correlations tend to be statistically significant – so test may not mean much. 

Structural Modelling Equation (SEM) 

Definition: a multivariate technique used to estimate series of interrelated 
dependent relationships simultaneously. It produces as accurate representation 
of the overall results. AMOS computer program facilities the analysis. 

Theorize the model: What/How many observed variables? What/How many 
latent variables? Relationship between latent variables? Relationship between 
latent variables and observed variables? Correlated errors of 
measurement? 

AMOS Advantages:  
1. Easy to use for visual SEM (Structural Equation Modelling);  
2. Easy to modify, view the model;  
3. Publication –quality graphics 

AMOS Components:  
1. AMOS Graphics (draw SEM graphs; runs SEM models using 
graphs);  
2. AMOS Basic (runs SEM models using syntax). 

SNA 

Definition: SNA is the process of investigating social structures through the use of networks and graph theory. It characterizes networked 
structures in terms of nodes (individual actors, people, or things within the network) and the ties (relationships or interactions) that connect them. 
It allows describing the position of an individual or actor in a network. 

Application: The importance of a construction stakeholder / process is dependent on its relative position within the network of the entire 
stakeholders / processes in the project 

Measures Description 
Degree -The connectedness of nodes within the network 
Density -The ratio of existing ties over all possible ties 
Distance -The minimum number of ties (the shortest path) that link two particular nodes, the longest distance in a network indicates 

the Diameter of it 
Clustering 
Coefficient 

-The extent to which nodes in a graph tend to cluster together; the degree to which actors form ties in in dense, relatively 
unconnected (between groups) groups. 
-The degree of clustering in a network is related to the efficiency with which information can diffuse over the network, as 
well as its robustness to disruption 

- Homophily -A process where actors who are similar on a particular trait are more likely to form ties 
Centralization -The degree to which the network is dominated by one or a few nodes 

- Degree 
Centrality 

- (how central or well-connected an actor is in a network): the number of ties leaving (Outdegree Centrality) or entering 
(Indegree Centrality) the node, an indicator of the node’s influence or popularity. 

- Closeness  - (ease of reaching other nodes in the network): the mean/total (depend on scenarios) length of distance to all other nodes; 
- Betweenness  - (role as an intermediary, connector); the number of times the node appears on the shortest path between two other nodes; 
- Eigenvector  - (influence); a node with high eigenvector centrality scores tends to link with other nodes with high eigenvector centrality 

Risk Sensibility 

3 Sources for risk and uncertainty: Fluctuations, External Events, Complex Interactions. 

Types of Risk Analysis Models:  
- Fixed or Deterministic Model: variability of all input values is ignored, and relationships are deterministic in nature; (not realistic); 
- Discrete Value Model: relationships are deterministic in the model (a variation to the previous model), though a range of discrete 

values may be inputted for a certain parameter; 
- Discrete Probability Model: Similar to the discrete model except that a probability (sum of probabilities equals to 1) is attached to 

each discrete value 
o Decision Tree - Event Value (EV) – Limitations: 1. Could be too complicated with multiple decision nodes; 2. Most 

variables are random; 3. not widely used in business and industry;  
- Continuous Probability Model: values for input variables come from distributions assigned to these beforehand. 

o Monte Carlo Simulation – Advantages: 1. Easy to apply and interpret; 2. Good representation of the true distribution with 
adequate iterations (>100); 3. Subjective distribution for input variables; 4. Can be combined with other techniques; 5. If 
used in conjunction with scenarios, it can be used to analyse the impact of uncertainties; 

- Sensitivity Model: a particular variable is assigned a value from a continuous range, and the impact on the decision function measured 

Opportunity Cost -  the earning foregone in investing in the best alternative option. 
- e.g. A company returns 10% on average on its investments, what is the MARR on future projects for this company? - 10% 

Easy to use for visual SEM (Structural Equation Modelling);
Easy to modify, view the model;
Publication –quality graphics
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AMOS Graphics (draw SEM graphs; runs SEM models using 
aphs); 
AMOS Basic (runs SEM models using syntax).
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The importance of a construction stakeholder / process is dependent on its relative position within the network of the entire
processes in the project
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(influence); a node with high eigenvector centrality scores tends to link with other nodes with high eigenvector centrality

values may be inputted for a certain parameter;
Discrete Probability Model: Similar to the discrete model except that a probability (sum of probabilities equals to 1) is attached to
each discrete value

o Decision Tree - Event Value (EV) – Limitations: 1. Could be too complicated with multiple decision nodes; 2. Most 
variables are random; 3. not widely used in business and industry;

Continuous Probability Model: values for input variables come from distributions assigned to these beforehand.
o Monte Carlo Simulation – Advantages: 1. Easy to apply and interpret; 2. Good representation of the true distribution with 

adequate iterations (>100); 3. Subjective distribution for input variables; 4. Can be combined with other techniques; 5. If b
used in conjunction with scenarios, it can be used to analyse the impact of uncertainties;

Sensitivity Model: a particular variable is assigned a value from a continuous range, and the impact on the decision function measure

values may be inputted for a certain parameter;
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